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I created a blog to record my progress and through the stages of my project.
Check out https://authorinsecurities.com/ (created using wordpress) for more detail
about my process researching, outlining, and drafting the book and agent materials.
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Most publishing houses only deal with authors who 
are represented by agents. Agents make legal 
contracts and fight on the author’s behalf.
To obtain an agent, one contacts an agent and sends:
• A query letter (300-word compelling sales pitch)
• A synopsis (2-page summary of the plot)
• A sample (first 5-15 pages of manuscript)
If an agent is interested, they will continue the 
correspondence and ask for additional materials.
If rejected, one must research more agents to contact.

It is very important to revise and edit the manuscript 
until it is flawless. 
One great revising tool makes use of a writer’s 
greatest asset: their loyal friends, writing group, or 
beta readers who will read the entire manuscript and 
provide critique.  
It is easy to glance over mistakes when editing. I read 
aloud and mark up printed copies to get a 2nd look.

I researched what agents were interested in, in order 
to determine trends and create a book that could sell. 

I found that agents would be interested in a MG 
#ownvoices contemporary fantasy story with STEM.

Create Agent Materials

Publisher’s marketplace was 
used to find and track current 
publishing deals.

Manuscript Wish List and agency 
websites were used to find 
agents’ interests.
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https://www.manuscriptwishlist.com/

1. I read Save the Cat! Writes a Novel, where Jessica 
Brody adapts Blake Snyder’s beat sheet, which 
gives plot timestamps and deconstructs story.

2. I used the beat sheet to plot a more traditional plot 
structure.

Beat Sheet 
illustration from
Save the Cat!

Over a month, I turned my outline into a first draft.
I started with writing Act 1, then Act 2, then Act 3.
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